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(54) METHOD AND DEVICE FOR TRANSMITTING POSITIONING REFERENCE SIGNAL

(57) Disclosed are a method and device for transmit-
ting a positioning reference signal. The method compris-
es: a base station determining a time-frequency resource
for sending a PRS according to configuration information
of the PRS, mapping a PRS sequence to the time-fre-
quency resource for sending the PRS, and sending the
mapped PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending
the PRS, wherein the configuration information of the
PRS comprises PRS frequency domain resource infor-
mation; the PRS frequency domain resource information
comprises PRS resource element (RE) frequency shift
information, and the PRS RE frequency shift information
is correlated with a PRS OFDM symbol index value cal-
culated from a PRS occasion.
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Description

Cross Reference to Related Applications

[0001] The present application claims priority to the Chinese Patent Application No. 201810804215.7, filed to the
Patent Office of the People’s Republic of China on July 20, 2018 and entitled "METHOD AND DEVICE FOR TRANS-
MITTING POSITIONING REFERENCE SIGNAL", the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference;
and the present application claims priority to the Chinese Patent Application No. 201910117859.3, filed to the Patent
Office of the People’s Republic of China on February 15, 2019 and entitled "METHOD AND DEVICE FOR TRANSMIT-
TING POSITIONING REFERENCE SIGNAL", the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

Field

[0002] The present application relates to the technical field of wireless communication and particularly relates to a
method and device for transmitting a positioning reference signal (PRS).

Background

[0003] Observed time difference of arrival (OTDOA) is a method for positioning by virtue of a measured downlink
reference signal time difference introduced to a 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP). In the method, a terminal
(UE also called user equipment) measures reference signals from a serving cell and a neighbor cell to obtain a reference
signal time difference measurement (RSTD) and reports the RSTD to a network positioning server, and the network
positioning server determines the position of the terminal according to the RSTD and a multipoint positioning algorithm
or other algorithms.
[0004] In principle, the terminal may obtain the RSTD supporting the OTDOA by virtue of any downlink reference
signal. In order to provide good OTDOA positioning performance, PRSs for supporting the OTDOA are defined by the
3GPP so as to help the terminal detect the downlink reference signals from a sufficient number of neighbor cells.
[0005] How to transmit the PRS is a problem to be solved at present.

Summary

[0006] The Embodiments of the present application provide a method and device for transmitting a positioning reference
signal.
[0007] On a first aspect, a method for transmitting a PRS is provided. The method includes: determining, by a base
station, a time-frequency resource for sending the PRS according to configuration information of the PRS, mapping a
PRS sequence to the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, and sending the mapped PRS on the time-frequency
resource for sending the PRS, where the configuration information of the PRS includes PRS frequency domain resource
information; the PRS frequency domain resource information includes PRS resource element (RE) frequency shift
information, and the PRS RE frequency shift information is correlated with a PRS orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM) symbol index value calculated from a PRS occasion.
[0008] In a possible implementation way, the PRS RE frequency shift information is a PRS RE frequency shift value
which is obtained according to the following formula: 

where vshift represents PRS RE frequency shift, l’ represents the PRS OFDM symbol index value calculated from the

PRS occasion,  represents a PRS sequence identifier,  represents the number of subcarriers in each PRS
resource block (RB), cPRS represents a PRS RE density configuration parameter, and ’mod’ represents modulo operation.
[0009] In a possible implementation way, the PRS RE frequency shift information includes a PRS OFDM symbol index
value calculated from a PRS occasion. The method further includes:
determining, by the base station, PRS RE frequency shift by virtue of the PRS OFDM symbol index value calculated
from the PRS occasion according to the following formula: 
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where vshift represents PRS RE frequency shift, l’ represents the PRS OFDM symbol index value calculated from the

PRS occasion,  represents a PRS sequence identifier,  represents the number of subcarriers in each PRS
RB, cPRS represents a PRS RE density configuration parameter, and ’mod’ represents modulo operation.
[0010] In a possible implementation way, the base station maps the PRS sequence to a frequency domain resource
for sending the PRS according to the following formula: 

where  represents a value of a resource element (k, l)p, m, (k, l)p, m represents a resource element of a frequency
domain index k and a time domain index l of an antenna port p and subcarrier spacing configuration m, βPRS represents
a PRS sending power scaling factor, and γl,ns,f(n’) represents a PRS sequence with an OFDM symbol index l in a slot ns,f;

where  
where a reference point of k represents a subcarrier 0 in a public resource block 0 in a public resource block grid,

 represents a starting point of a PRS bandwidth,  

represents a starting point of a downlink resource grid,  represents the number of subcarriers in each PRS RB,
vshift represents PRS RE frequency shift, cCPRS represents a PRS RE density configuration parameter, n = 0,1, ...,

 k’ = 0,1, ..., cPRS - 1 and  represent a PRS bandwidth.
[0011] In a possible implementation way, before the base station sends the mapped PRS on the time-frequency
resource for sending the PRS, the method further includes: determining, by the base station, a muted and/or an unmuted
PRS block on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS according to PRS muting configuration information and
the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS; and the sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS, includes: sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on a PRS block
determined to be unmuted, where the PRS muting configuration information is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion
group, a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and a muted PRS block in the candidate muted PRS occasion group.
[0012] In a possible implementation way, PRSs in one PRS block are transmitted by using the same beam.
[0013] In a possible implementation way, the PRS muting configuration information includes PRS occasion group
muting configuration information for indicating a muted PRS occasion group and a candidate muted PRS occasion group,
where all PRS blocks corresponding to the muted PRS occasion group are muted; and for each candidate muted PRS
occasion group indicated by the PRS occasion group muting configuration information, corresponding PRS block muting
configuration information is configured to indicate whether a PRS block in a corresponding candidate muted PRS occasion
group is muted.
[0014] It may be seen from the above-mentioned first aspect that the PRS RE frequency shift information included in
the configuration information of the PRS is correlated with the PRS OFDM symbol index value calculated from the PRS
occasion, so that PRS symbols on the time-frequency resource for the PRS determined according to the configuration
information of the PRS may be uniformly distributed in all subcarriers of a PRS frequency band as much as possible,
and furthermore, the problem of larger auto-correlation side peak values caused by a traditional PRS mapping rule may
be solved.
[0015] On a second aspect, a method for transmitting a PRS is provided. The method includes: determining, by a
base station, a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block on a time-frequency resource for sending the PRS according to
PRS muting configuration information and the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, and sending a mapped
PRS on a PRS block determined to be unmuted, where the PRS muting configuration information is used for indicating
a muted PRS occasion group, a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and a muted PRS block in the candidate muted
PRS occasion group.
[0016] In a possible implementation way, PRSs in one PRS block are transmitted by using the same beam.
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[0017] In a possible implementation way, the PRS muting configuration information includes PRS occasion group
muting configuration information for indicating a muted PRS occasion group and a candidate muted PRS occasion group,
where all PRS blocks corresponding to the muted PRS occasion group are muted; and for each candidate muted PRS
occasion group indicated by the PRS occasion group muting configuration information, corresponding PRS block muting
configuration information is configured to indicate whether a PRS block in a corresponding candidate muted PRS occasion
group is muted.
[0018] It may be seen from the above-mentioned second aspect that the base station determines the muted and/or
the unmuted PRS block on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS according to the PRS muting configuration
information and the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, and generally, PRSs in one PRS block are transmitted
by using the same beam, so that a muting mode adopted during multi-beam transmission of the PRS may be supported.
[0019] On a third aspect, a base station is provided. The base station includes a determining module, configured to
determine a time-frequency resource for sending a PRS according to configuration information of the PRS; a mapping
module, configured to map, by the base station, a PRS sequence to the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS;
and a sending module, configured to send, by the base station, the mapped PRS on the time-frequency resource for
sending the PRS, where the configuration information of the PRS includes PRS frequency domain resource information,
the PRS frequency domain resource information includes PRS RE frequency shift information, and the PRS RE frequency
shift information is correlated with a PRS OFDM symbol index value calculated from a PRS occasion.
[0020] In a possible implementation way, the PRS RE frequency shift information is a PRS RE frequency shift value
which is obtained according to the following formula: 

where vshift represents PRS RE frequency shift, l’ represents the PRS OFDM symbol index value calculated from the

PRS occasion,  represents a PRS sequence identifier,  represents the number of subcarriers in each PRS
resource block (RB), cPRS represents a PRS RE density configuration parameter, and ’mod’ represents modulo operation.
[0021] In a possible implementation way, the PRS RE frequency shift information includes the PRS OFDM symbol
index value calculated from the PRS occasion. The determining module is specifically configured to determine PRS RE
frequency shift by virtue of the PRS OFDM symbol index value calculated from the PRS occasion according to the
following formula: 

where vshift represents PRS RE frequency shift, l’ represents the PRS OFDM symbol index value calculated from the

PRS occasion,  represents a PRS sequence identifier,  represents the number of subcarriers in each PRS
RB, cPRS represents a PRS RE density configuration parameter, and ’mod’ represents modulo operation.
[0022] In a possible implementation way, the base station further includes a muting determining module. The muting
determining module is configured to determine a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block on the time-frequency resource
for sending the PRS according to PRS muting configuration information and the time-frequency resource for sending
the PRS before the mapped PRS is sent on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS. Where the PRS muting
configuration information is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion group, a candidate muted PRS occasion group,
and a muted PRS block in the candidate muted PRS occasion group. The sending module is specifically configured to
send the mapped PRS on the PRS block determined to be unmuted.
[0023] In a possible implementation way, PRSs in one PRS block are transmitted by using the same beam.
[0024] On a fourth aspect, provided is a base station, including a muting determining module, configured to determine
a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block on a time-frequency resource for sending a PRS according to PRS muting
configuration information and the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS; and a sending module, configured to
send a mapped PRS on the PRS block determined to be unmuted, where the PRS muting configuration information is
used for indicating a muted PRS occasion group, a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and a muted PRS block in
the candidate muted PRS occasion group.
[0025] In a possible implementation way, PRSs in one PRS block are transmitted by using the same beam.
[0026] In a possible implementation way, the PRS muting configuration information includes PRS occasion group
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muting configuration information for indicating a muted PRS occasion group and a candidate muted PRS occasion group,
where all PRS blocks corresponding to the muted PRS occasion group are muted; and for each candidate muted PRS
occasion group indicated by the PRS occasion group muting configuration information, corresponding PRS block muting
configuration information is configured to indicate whether a PRS block in a corresponding candidate muted PRS occasion
group is muted.
[0027] On a fifth aspect, provided is a communication device, including a processor, a memory and a transceiver,
where the transceiver is configured to receive or transmit information under control of the processor; and the processor
is configured to read a program in the memory and execute the method according to any one of the methods in the
above-mentioned first aspect.
[0028] On a sixth aspect, provided is a communication device, including a processor, a memory and a transceiver,
where the transceiver is configured to receive or transmit information under control of the processor; and the processor
is configured to read a program in the memory and execute the method according to any one of the methods in the
above-mentioned second aspect.
[0029] On a seventh aspect, provided is a computer readable storage medium, where the computer readable storage
medium stores a computer executable instruction, and the computer executable instruction is configured to make a
computer execute the method according to any one of the methods in the above-mentioned first aspect.
[0030] On an eighth aspect, provided is a computer readable storage medium, where the computer readable storage
medium stores a computer executable instruction, and the computer executable instruction is configured to make a
computer execute the method according to any one of the methods in the above-mentioned second aspect.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0031]

FIG. 1a and FIG. 1b are respectively schematic diagrams showing PRS resource mapping in an existing long term
evolution (LTE) system.
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing PRS auto-correlation in the related art.
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing PRS resource mapping in an existing new radio (NR) system.
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram showing an architecture of a communication system applicable to embodiments of
the present application.
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram showing a PRS transmission flow according to an embodiment of the present appli-
cation.
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram showing PRS resource mapping in embodiments of the present application.
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram showing an auto-correlation of a PRS in embodiments of the present application.
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram showing a PRS resource, a PRS resource set and an OTDOA positioning occasion
in embodiments of the present application.
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram showing PRS muting configuration according to embodiments of the present appli-
cation.
FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram showing a PRS transmission flow according to another embodiment of the present
application.
FIG. 11A is a schematic diagram showing the configuration of muting of a PRS in a cell in a unit of a PRS occasion
group in embodiments of the present application.
FIG. 11B is a schematic diagram showing the configuration of muting of a PRS in a cell in a minimum unit of a PRS
occasion in embodiments of the present application.
FIG. 11C is a schematic diagram showing the configuration of muting of a PRS in a cell in a minimum unit of a PRS
resource set in embodiments of the present application.
FIG. 11D is a schematic diagram showing the configuration of muting of a PRS in a cell in a minimum unit of a PRS
resource in embodiments of the present application.
FIG. 12 is a schematic structural diagram showing a base station according to an embodiment of the present
application.
FIG. 13 is a schematic structural diagram showing a base station according to another embodiment of the present
application.
FIG. 14 is a schematic structural diagram showing a communication device according to an embodiment of the
present application.
FIG. 15 is a schematic structural diagram showing a communication device according to another embodiment of
the present application.
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Detailed Description of the Embodiments

[0032] A part of terms in embodiments of the present application are described below so as to be conveniently under-
stood by those skilled in the art.

(1) In the embodiments of the present application, nouns "network" and "system" are often used alternately, but
their meanings may be understood by those skilled in the art.
(2) The term "multiple" in the embodiments of the present application refers to two or more, and other quantifiers
are similar to it.
(3) "And/or" describes a correlation relationship among correlated objects and means that there are three relation-
ships, for example, A and/or B may mean that A exists alone, A and B coexist, and B exists alone. The character
"/" generally means that correlation objects before and after "/" are in an "or" relationship.
(4) In the embodiments of the present application, for facilitating description, following terms are defined:

PRS subframe: a subframe for sending a PRS in a radio frame, that is, the PRS is sent in the subframe;
PRS slot: a slot for sending a PRS in the PRS subframe, that is, the PRS is sent in the slot;
PRS RB: a resource block (RB) used for sending a PRS, that is, the PRS is sent in the RB;
PRS RE: a resource element (RE) used for sending a PRS, that is, the PRS is sent in the RE; and
PRS occasion which may be understood as a time window, for sending a PRS in the time window or shutting
off a PRS in the time window.

(5) In the embodiments of the present application, for facilitating description, following parameters are defined:

(k, l)p, m represents a RE of a frequency domain index k and a time domain index l of an antenna port p and
subcarrier spacing configuration m;

  represents a value of the RE (k, l)p,m, that is, data obtained after mapping on the RE (k, l)p, m;
βPRS represents a PRS sending power scaling factor, which is configurable;
cPRS represents a PRS RB density configuration parameter, which represents the number of PRS REs on one
PRS symbol in one PRS RB;
ΔfPRS represents a subcarrier spacing of the PRS;
k represents a subcarrier index relative to a reference point; and optionally, a reference point A of the parameter
k is a subcarrier 0 in a public resource block 0 in a public resource block grid defined for 3GPP Ts 38.211;
l represents an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing symbol index in a slot;
m represents subcarrier spacing configuration; and optionally, m ∈ {0,1,2,3,4};

  represents a starting point of a PRS bandwidth during the subcarrier spacing configuration m, and
the parameter is configurable;

  represents a PRS bandwidth, and the parameter is configurable;

  represents the number of subcarriers in each resource block;

  represents a size of a downlink resource grid during the subcarrier spacing configuration m;

  represents a starting point of the downlink resource grid during the subcarrier spacing configuration m;

  represents a PRS sequence identifier;

  represents a serial number of a slot in a frame during the subcarrier spacing configuration m; and
p represents the number of an antenna port of a PRS.

[0033] In the related art, a PRS in each cell is transmitted in a configured transmission mode. The transmission mode
is defined according to a transmission time period, a transmission duration and a transmission offset. Within the trans-
mission duration of the PRS, the PRS is transmitted on a PRS RE in a PRS OFDM symbol in a defined PRS subframe.
[0034] By using a PRS mapping rule provided in the related art, a PRS sequence γl,ns,f corresponding to an OFDM
symbol index l in a subframe ns,f may be mapped on the PRS RE based on the following formula: 
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[0035] Where  represents a value of a PRS RE (k, l) during the antenna port p and the subcarrier spacing
configuration m, that is, the data obtained after the PRS sequence γl,ns,f is mapped on the RE may be expressed as

 βPRS represents the PRS sending power scaling factor, and the parameter is configurable.
[0036] In the formula (1), an expression of n’ is: 

[0037] In the formula (1), an expression of k is: 

[0038] In the formulae (2) and (3), the reference point A of the parameter k may be a subcarrier 0 in a public resource
block 0 in a public resource block grid defined for a communication protocol Ts 38.211 of an LTE system. vshift represents

PRS RE frequency shift. N and k’ are integers,  that is, n is equal to one of (0,1, ..., 
), k’ ∈ {0,1, ..., cPRS - 1}, that is, k’ is equal to one of (0,1, ..., cPRS - 1).
[0039] In the formula (3), an expression of PRS RE frequency shift vshift is: 

 where l represents an OFDM symbol index in a slot occupied by the PRS. An operator "mod" in the formula represents
modulo operation.
[0040] Based on the above-mentioned PRS mapping rule, in the LTE system, there will be two or more common
subcarriers not mapped on a PRS sequence in all PRS RBs. As shown in FIG. 1a, when the number of antenna ports
of an LTE physical broadcast channel (PBCH) is 1 or 2, no PRS is sent on a third subcarrier and a ninth subcarrier. As
shown in FIG. 1b, when the number of the antenna ports of the LTE PBCH is 3 or 4, no PRS is sent on third, sixth, ninth
and twelfth subcarriers. The PRS is sent by an RE labeled as "R6" in FIG. 1a and FIG. 1b.
[0041] Due to the adoption of the above-mentioned PRS mapping rule provided in the related art, there are two or
more common subcarriers on which no PRS is sent in all the PRS RBs, which will result in larger auto-correlation side
peak values of the PRS, as shown in FIG. 2. These larger auto-correlation side peak values will bring adverse effects
for the detection of auto-correlation main peak values of the PRS, for example, a side peak is mistakenly detected as a
main peak.
[0042] It is also possible that the problem of non-uniformity distribution of PRS symbols of each subcarrier is generated
in an existing NR PRS mapping rule. In an NR system, the distribution of PRS symbols in all PRS RBs is the same. As
shown in FIG. 3, each square grid represents one RE, a horizontal direction represents a time domain, numerals labeled
in the horizontal direction represent index values of OFDM symbols, a vertical direction represents a frequency domain,
and numerals labeled in the vertical direction are used for identifying subcarriers. It is assumed that there are 2 PRS
RBs in a PRS occasion, PRS symbols are only mapped into effective downlink OFDM symbols, that is, first 3 downlink
OFDM symbols retained for a physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) and last 2 OFDM symbols retained for an
uplink are skipped. It can be seen from FIG. 3 that PRS symbols (such as subcarrier 4) on some subcarriers may be
doubled as comparison with PRS symbols (such as subcarrier 1) on other subcarriers in each PRS RB.
[0043] Embodiments of the present application provide a PRS mapping rule by which the PRS may be uniformly
distributed on all the subcarriers as much as possible, and thus, the auto-correlation side peak values may be reduced.
[0044] In the embodiments of the present application, a PRS configuration method is provided for the PRS which may
be applied to a 5G-NR. Specifically, the PRS configuration method may include the following aspects.

(1) A subcarrier spacing of the PRS

[0045] The 5G-NR supports downlink subcarrier spacings {15, 30, 60} kHz within a frequency range of 450 MHz-6000
MHz, i.e., a frequency range FR1 (Frequency Range 1); and the 5G-NR supports downlink channel subcarrier spacings
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{60, 120, 240} kHz within a frequency range of 24250 MHz-52600 MHz, i.e., a frequency range FR2 (Frequency Range
2), where the subcarrier spacing 240 kHz is only used for sending a synchronization signal (SS)/PBCH block. Therefore,
the embodiments of the present application proposes that the subcarrier spacing of the PRS is used as a configurable
parameter. A base station may send configuration information of the subcarrier spacing of the PRS, so that a terminal
obtains the subcarrier spacing of the PRS.
[0046] In the embodiments of the present application, configurable subcarrier spacings of the PRS include {15, 30,
60} kHz within the frequency range of 450 MHz-6000 MHz, i.e., the frequency range FR1, that is, within the frequency
range FR1, the configuration information, sent from the base station to the terminal, of the subcarrier spacing of the PRS
is one of the subcarrier spacings {15, 30, 60} kHz. Within the frequency range of 24250 MHz-52600 MHz, i.e., the
frequency range FR2, configurable subcarrier spacings of the PRS are {60, 120, 240} kHz, that is, within the frequency
range FR1, the configuration information, sent from the base station to the terminal, of the subcarrier spacing of the PRS
is one of the subcarrier spacings {60, 120, 240} kHz.
[0047] The subcarrier spacing of the PRS is used as the configurable parameter, so that a network may configure the
subcarrier spacing of the PRS to be same with or different from subcarrier spacings of other signals for data communication
as required. When the subcarrier spacing of the PRS is configured to be same with the subcarrier spacings of other
signals for data communication, the complexity of implementation in a system may be reduced, for example, it is con-
venient to arrange time and frequency resources. When the subcarrier spacing of the PRS is configured to be different
from the subcarrier spacings of other signals for data communication, it is convenient to optimize the utilization of the
time and frequency resources.

(2) A transmission bandwidth of the PRS

[0048] In order to maximize the positioning performance, how to transmit the PRS by utilizing all resource blocks (RB)
in a carrier bandwidth may be taken into account when a transmission bandwidth of a PRS is configured. For example,
carrier bandwidths supported by LTE are {1.5, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20} MHz, and the maximum PRB number corresponding to
each carrier bandwidth is {6, 15, 25, 50, 75, 100} RB. Therefore, the transmission bandwidths of the PRS supported by
the PRS in the LTE system are {6, 15, 25, 50, 75, 100} RB.
[0049] Carrier bandwidths supported by the NR system have not been limited to {1.5, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20} MHz, and the
maximum PRB number corresponding to the carrier bandwidth {1.5, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20} MHz is no longer {6, 15, 25, 50,
75, 100} RB and is correlated with the corresponding subcarrier spacing. Therefore, the configuration of the transmission
bandwidth of the PRS may be different from the configuration of a transmission bandwidth of an LTE PRS. A configuration
way of the transmission bandwidth of the PRS in the embodiment of the present application may be shown as following
Table 1 and Table 2 according to the carrier bandwidth supported by the NR system correlated with 3GPP TS38.104
and the maximum RB number corresponding to the carrier bandwidth at the corresponding subcarrier spacing. Table 1
is configuration of the transmission bandwidth of the PRS within the FR1, and Table 2 is configuration of the transmission
bandwidth of the PRS within the FR2.

[0050] During specific implementation, the base station may send configuration information of the transmission band-
width of the PRS to the terminal. The transmission bandwidth of the PRS is correlated with the subcarrier spacing of the
PRS. the base station may obtain a group of transmission bandwidth parameters corresponding to the current subcarrier
spacing of the PRS from the Table 1 and the Table 2 according to the current frequency range and the current subcarrier
spacing of the PRS within the frequency range, and select one of the transmission bandwidth parameters, thereby

Table 1: Configuration of Transmission Bandwidth of PRS within Frequency Range FR1

Subcarrier spacing (kHz) Configuration of transmission bandwidths (RBs) of downlink (DL) PRS

15 25, 52, 79, 106, 133, 160, 216, 270

30 11, 24, 38, 51, 65, 78, 106, 133, 162, 189, 217, 245, 273

60 11, 18, 24, 31, 38, 51, 65, 79, 93, 107, 121, 135

Table 2: Configuration of Transmission Bandwidth of PRS within Frequency range FR2

Subcarrier spacing (kHz) Configuration of transmission bandwidths (RBs) of DL PRS

60 66, 132, 264

120 32, 66, 132, 264
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obtaining the configuration information of the transmission bandwidth of the PRS and sending the configuration infor-
mation to the terminal.

(3) Configuration of a duration, a period and a time offset of the PRS

[0051] In the LTE system, each OTDOA positioning occasion includes NPRS={1,2,4,6} continuous PRS subframes. A
sending period of the OTDOA positioning occasion may be configured to be P={5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280}
subframes, and a time offset may be configured to be {0, 1, ..., P-1}.
[0052] In order to ensure that an NR OTDOA has the positioning performance similar to or better than that of an LTE
OTDOA, in the embodiments of the present application, when the subcarrier spacing of the PRS is 15 kHz, the config-
uration of a duration, a period and a time offset of an NR DL PRS covers at least the configuration of a duration, a period
and a time offset of an LTE PRS. For other subcarrier spacings of the PRS, the duration, the period and the time offset
of the PRS may be automatically adjusted in unit of slots, that is, the duration, the period and the time offset of the PRS
may be adjusted in unit of slots.
[0053] Specifically, in the embodiments of the present application, each NR OTDOA positioning occasion (also called
PRS occasion) includes configurable NPRS ={1, 2, 4, 6} slots. A sending period of the NR OTDOA positioning occasion
may be configured to be P={5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280} slots. In addition, due to the consideration that the
period of channel state information reference signals (CSI-RS) supported by an NR is P={4, 5, 8, 10, 16, 20, 32, 40, 64,
80, 160, 320, 640} slots and the consideration of resource sharing possibility of the CSI-RS and the PRS, the sending
period of the PRS may be configured to be P={4, 8, 16, 32, 64} slots. Based on the above-mentioned consideration, in
the embodiments of the present application, the sending period of the NR OTDOA positioning occasion is P={4, 5, 8,
10, 16, 20, 32, 40, 64, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280} slots, and a corresponding offset may be configured to be {0, ..., P-1} slots.
[0054] It should be noted that the sending period and configurable offset of the above-mentioned NR OTDOA positioning
occasion may be generally refers to the sending period and time offset configuration of the PRS.
[0055] During specific implementation, the base station may send the configuration information of the transmission
bandwidth of the PRS to the terminal, and the specific content of the configuration information may refer to the above-
mentioned description.
[0056] Technical solutions in the embodiments of the present application will be clearly and completely described
below in combination with accompanying drawings in the embodiments of the present application.
[0057] Referring to FIG. 4 which is a schematic diagram showing a possible communication scenario according to
embodiments of the present application, as shown in FIG. 4, a terminal 110 accesses to a wireless network by a radio
access network (RAN) node 120 so as to obtain a service from an external network (such as Internet) by the wireless
network or be in communication with other terminals by the wireless network.
[0058] The terminal is also called user equipment (UE), a mobile station (MS), a mobile terminal (MT) and the like and
is a device providing voice and/or data connectivity for a user, such as a handheld device, and a vehicle-mounted device
with a wireless connection function. At present, examples of some terminals include: a mobile phone, a tablet personal
computer, a notebook computer, a palm computer, a mobile internet device (MID), a wearable device, a virtual reality
(VR) device, an augmented reality (AR) device, a wireless terminal in industrial control, a wireless terminal in self driving,
a wireless terminal in a remote medical surgery, a wireless terminal in a smart grid, a wireless terminal in transportation
safety, a wireless terminal in a smart city, a wireless terminal in a smart home and the like.
[0059] A RAN is a part for accessing the terminal to the wireless network in the network. A RAN node (or device) is
a node (or device) in a wireless access network and may also be called a base station. At present, examples of some
RAN nodes include: a gNB, a transmission reception point (TRP), an evolved Node B (eNB), a radio network controller
(RNC), a Node B (NB), a base station controller (BSC), a base transceiver station (BTS), a home base station (such as
a home evolved NodeB, or a home Node B (HNB)), a base band unit (BBU), or a wireless fidelity (Wifi) access point
(AP) and the like. In addition, in a network structure, the RAN may include a centralized unit (CU) node and a distributed
unit (DU) node.
[0060] The above-mentioned communication architecture may be an access network architecture in a 5G system or
an evolved system thereof.
[0061] The network architecture described in the embodiments of the present application aims at describing the tech-
nical solutions of the embodiments of the present application more clearly, is not intended to construct a limitation on
the technical solutions according to the embodiments of the present application. Known by those of ordinary skill in the
art, with the evolution of the network architecture, the technical solutions according to the embodiments of the present
application are also applicable to similar technical problems.
[0062] The embodiments of the present application are described with a base station and a terminal as examples.
[0063] An OTDOA terminal may be positioned based on the above-mentioned communication system architecture.
Specifically, a base station may map a PRS sequence on a time-frequency resource for sending a PRS and send a
mapped PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS. A terminal may receive the PRS sent by the base
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station on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, obtain a RSTD according to measured PRSs from a serving
cell and a neighbor cell, and report the RSTD to a network positioning server, so that the network positioning server
may determine the position of the terminal according to the RSTD and a multipoint positioning algorithm or other algo-
rithms.
[0064] Referring to FIG. 5 which is a schematic diagram showing a PRS transmission flow according to an embodiment
of the present application, as shown in the figure, the flow may include the following steps.
[0065] S501, a base station determines a time-frequency resource for sending a PRS according to configuration
information of the PRS.
[0066] The configuration information of the PRS may include PRS frequency domain resource information and may
further include information such as a PRS RE density configuration parameter and PRS time domain resource information.
Where the PRS frequency domain resource information is used for indicating a frequency domain resource of the PRS,
and PRSs with different bandwidths may be configured on corresponding frequency positions according to the PRS
frequency domain resource information. The PRS RE density configuration parameter is used for indicating the number
of REs for sending the PRS in PRS RBs. The PRS time domain resource information is used for indicating the a time
domain resource of the PRS and may specifically include configuration information of a slot in a PRS subframe (for
indicating a slot for sending the PRS in a PRS subframe), configuration information of a symbol in a PRS slot (for
indicating a symbol for sending the PRS in a PRS slot), a sending period and a time offset of the PRS subframe, etc.
[0067] The PRS frequency domain resource information may include PRS RE frequency shift information. Further,
the PRS frequency domain resource information may further include parameters such as a starting point of a downlink
resource grid, a starting point of a PRS bandwidth, the PRS bandwidth, a PRS sending power scaling factor. PRS RE
frequency shift may be obtained according to the PRS RE frequency shift information, and the positions of the REs for
sending the PRS in the PRS RBs may be determined according to the PRS RE frequency shift. When the frequency
domain resource of the PRS is mapped, overlapping and interference between PRSs in adjacent cells may be reduced
by the PRS RE frequency shift.
[0068] In the embodiments of the present application, the PRS RE frequency shift is correlated with a PRS OFDM
symbol index value calculated from a PRS occasion Where the PRS OFDM symbol index value may be a serial number
of a PRS OFDM symbol, all PRS OFDM symbols (that is, OFDM symbols for sending the PRS) in the PRS occasion
may be continuously numbered in a time order, and the numbers are the serial numbers of the PRS OFDM symbols in
the PRS occasion. For example, PRS OFDM symbols in a PRS occasion may be continuously numbered from 0.
Optionally, the PRS RE frequency shift may depend on a serial number l’ of a PRS OFDM symbol calculated from the

PRS occasion, a PRS sequence identifier  and a PRS RE density configuration parameter cPRS.
[0069] The PRS occasion includes NPRS (NPRS ≥ 1) continuous PRS subframes. In the embodiments of the present
application, the sending period of the PRS in the PRS occasion and the offset of the PRS subframe may be configured.
That is, the PRS occasion may be defined by parameters such as the sending period of the PRS and the offset of the
PRS subframe in the configuration information of the PRS.
[0070] In a possible implementation way, the PRS RE frequency shift is specifically a PRS RE frequency shift value,
and the base station may directly obtain the PRS RE frequency shift value according to the PRS RE frequency shift
information.
[0071] In another possible implementation way, the PRS RE frequency shift information may further include multiple
parameters for determining PRS RE frequency shift, and the base station may determine PRS RE frequency shift
according to the parameters included in the PRS RE frequency shift information. For example, the PRS RE frequency
shift information may include the PRS OFDM symbol index value l’ calculated from the PRS occasion, the PRS sequence

identifier  and the PRS RE density configuration parameter cPRS.
[0072] Specifically, an expression of the PRS RE frequency shift may be: 

where vshirt represents the PRS RE frequency shift, l’ represents the PRS OFDM symbol index value calculated from

the PRS occasion,  represents a PRS sequence identifier,  represents the number of subcarriers in each
PRS resource block (RB), cPRS represents a PRS RE density configuration parameter, and ’mod’ represents modulo
operation.
[0073] S502, the base station maps a PRS sequence to the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS.
[0074] In a possible implementation way, the base station may map the PRS sequence to a frequency domain resource
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for sending the PRS according to the following formula: 

where  represents a value of a resource element (k, l)p, m, (k, l)p, m represents a resource element of a frequency
domain index k and a time domain index l of an antenna port p and subcarrier spacing configuration m, βPRS represents
a PRS sending power scaling factor, and γl,ns,f(n’) represents a PRS sequence with an OFDM symbol index l in a slot ns,f.
[0075] In the formula (6), an expression of n’ is: 

[0076] In the formula (6), an expression of k is: 

where a reference point of k represents a subcarrier 0 in a public resource block 0 in a public resource block grid,

 represents a starting point of a PRS bandwidth,  represents a starting point of a downlink resource

grid,  represents the number of subcarriers in each PRS RB, cPRS represents a PRS RE density configuration

parameter,  k’ = 0,1, ..., cPRS - 1 and  represent a PRS bandwidth.
[0077] In the formula (6), vshift is the PRS RE frequency shift, and vshift may be obtained by calculation performed
according to the above-mentioned formula (5).
[0078] S503, the base station sends the mapped PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS.
[0079] Optionally, the above-mentioned configuration information of the PRS may further include time domain config-
uration information which is used for indicating a starting position of the PRS in one slot, the PRS occupies N continuous
symbols in one slot, and N is one of 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 12.
[0080] In the LTE system, each subframe is provided with a fixed OFDM symbol for sending a PDCCH and a cell-
specific signal (CRS). Due to such a limitation, the number of OFDM symbols for sending a DL PRS in each LTE PRS
subframe is limited to 8. In the NR system, the CRS is not been sent and that sending the PDCCH does not adopt fixed
OFDM symbols. Therefore, the number of the OFDM symbols for sending the DL PRS in each PRS slot will not be
limited to 8.
[0081] A NR DL PRS is required to support a multi-beam DL PRS sending mode. Therefore, 3GPP decides to introduce
an NR DL PRS resource. On the aspect of time domain, one NR DL PRS resource may include one or more continuous
OFDM symbols in one slot; and on the aspect of frequency domain, one NR DL PRS resource may include multiple
continuous RBs. The base station sends a DL PRS in a certain beam direction by virtue of one or more NR DL PRS
resources.
[0082] PRS REs need to be uniformly distributed in subcarriers in the configured PRS OFDM symbols as much as
possible when the base station performs PRS resource configuration, so that the problem of error detection caused by
larger auto-correlation side peak values possibly generated due to non-uniformity distribution of the PRS symbols of the
subcarriers is avoided. In the embodiments of the present application, in order to support the multi-beam sending of the
DL PRS, N={1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12} continuous PRS OFDM symbols may be configured in one slot, and the N continuous PRS
OFDM symbols are also configurable relative to starting positioning from the slot, so that N continuous PRS symbols
may be flexibly distributed in the slot. For example, the number of the PRS OFDM symbols configured in a certain NR
DL PRS slot is N=4. Due to the PRS RE density configuration that each PRB is provided with three PRS REs, each
subcarrier in each PRB is uniformly distributed with one PRS RE.
[0083] Seen from the above-mentioned description, the PRS RE frequency shift information included in the configu-
ration information of the PRS is correlated with the PRS OFDM symbol index value calculated from the PRS occasion,
so that PRS symbols on the time-frequency resource for the PRS determined according to the configuration information
of the PRS may be uniformly distributed in all subcarriers of a PRS frequency band as much as possible, and furthermore,
the problem of larger auto-correlation side peak values caused by a traditional PRS mapping rule may be solved.
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[0084] Based on the method according to the above-mentioned embodiments of the present application, FIG. 6 ex-
emplarily shows a schematic diagram showing PRS resource mapping, where each square grid represents one RE, a
horizontal direction represents a time domain, and a vertical direction represents a frequency domain. A numeral l labeled
in the horizontal direction on the top of the figure represents an index value of an OFDM symbol, and a numeral l’labeled
in the horizontal direction on the bottom of the figure represents a PRS OFDM symbol index value calculated from the
PRS occasion (or called a serial number of a PRS OFDM symbol). The distribution of PRS symbols in 2 RBs is only
shown in the figure. Seen from FIG. 6, in one PRS RB or PRS slot, the PRS symbols are uniformly distributed on all the
subcarriers as much as possible (the number difference of the PRS symbols on all the subcarriers may not exceed one
PRS symbol). In this way, the problem of larger auto-correlation side peak values caused by unreasonable distribution
of the PRS symbols on all the subcarriers in the related art is solved.
[0085] FIG. 7 exemplarily shows a schematic diagram showing auto-correlation of a resource-mapped PRS. By com-
paring FIG. 7 and FIG. 2, it can be seen that the problem of larger auto-correlation side peak values caused by a PRS
resource mapping method in the related art may be solved by using a PRS resource mapping method according to
embodiments of the present application.
[0086] When PRSs are simultaneously sent in multiple neighbor cells, the PRSs from the multiple cells may conflict
in terms of time and frequency to generate inter-cell PRS-correlated collision and interference. Strong PRSs from near
cells may cover weak PRSs from far cells, so that it will be difficult for the terminal to detect the PRSs from the far cells,
this in turn leads to the loss of audibility, and the problem is particularly acute in dense cities or poor network deployment.
[0087] In order to solve the problem, embodiments of the present application further provide a PRS muting method
to improve the detectability of PRSs in the far cells. The method may be applied to a 5G NR system and may be used
for muting PRSs in a multi-beam PRS transmission scenario.
[0088] In order to support the multi-beam sending of an NR DL PRS, PRS resource sets (which may also be called
resource blocks) are defined in the embodiments of the present application. One PRS resource set may be configured
with one or more PRS resources, so as to support multi-beam sending of the PRS in different deployment scenarios.
Each beam direction may correspond to one or more PRS resources. The number of the PRS resources in one PRS
resource set may be configured to be same with or greater than the number of SS/PBCH blocks in a SS/PBCH block
set. A corresponding relation between quasi co-locations (QCLs) of beams (such as directions, widths and the like) of
the PRS resources and SS/PBCH beams (such as directions, widths and the like) may be indicated in the configuration.
In this way, the terminal may rapidly detect the PRS under the help of a detected SS/PBCH, and thus, the power
consumption of the terminal is reduced.
[0089] In addition, due to the consideration that the maximum number of CSI-RS resources supported by the NR
system is 192 and each of the CSI-RS resources may correspond to one beam direction, the maximum number of PRS
resources configurable in one PRS resource set may also be 192. In this way, the sharing of the PRS and CSI-RS
resources may be favorably realized.
[0090] For an NR OTDOA, in the embodiments of the present application, a group of continuously sent PRS resource
sets may be configured to form one NR OTDOA positioning occasion, as shown in FIG. 8. In many cases, the terminal
may not obtain a reliable positioning measurement value by detecting the PRS sent on a certain PRS resource (in a
certain beam direction) once. The advantage that a group of continuously sent PRS resource sets is configured to form
one NR DL OTDOA positioning occasion is that an opportunity is provided for the terminal to detect the PRS sent on a
certain PRS resource (in a certain beam direction) many times in one beam direction, so that the terminal may obtain
a more reliable positioning measurement value without waiting for a next PRS transmission period. The power consump-
tion of the terminal may also be favorably reduced, and time delay in the OTDOA is shortened. In order to avoid the
waste of the time-frequency resource, the duration of the NR OTDOA positioning occasion or the number of the contin-
uously and repeatedly sent PRS resource sets is required to be configured within a certain time range, for example, the
duration of the NR OTDOA positioning occasion is configured to be within 5 slots, or the number of the continuously
and repeatedly sent PRS resource sets is configured to be within 5.
[0091] In the embodiments of the present application, a PRS occasion group is further defined. One PRS occasion
group includes one or more PRS occasions, one PRS occasion includes one or more PRS blocks (or PRS resource
sets), and one PRS block (or PRS resource set) includes one or more PRS resources. The number of the PRS occasion
groups may be TRES = 2i(i = 1,2, ...,10).
[0092] The PRS resources in one PRS block (or PRS resource set) may be transmitted by using the same beam. One
PRS block (or PRS resource set) may be composed of one or more continuous PRS OFDM signals or one or more
continuous PRS slots. One PRS occasion, that is, one set of PRS blocks (or PRS resource sets), includes one or more
PRS blocks (or PRS resource sets). The PRS occasion may be regarded as a set of PRS blocks (or PRS resource sets)
required for realizing one-time beam scanning. The number of the PRS blocks (or PRS resource sets) included in one
PRS occasion is configurable. For example, the number of the PRS blocks (or PRS resource sets) included in the one
PRS occasion may be same with or different from the number of SS/PBCH blocks in one SS/PBSCH block set.
[0093] In the embodiments of the present application, the base station may be configured with PRS muting configuration
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information. The PRS muting configuration information may be used as a component of the configuration information of
the PRS or may also be independent of the configuration information of the PRS, which is not limited in the embodiment
of the present application.
[0094] In a possible implementation way, the PRS muting configuration information is used for indicating a muted PRS
occasion group, a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and a muted PRS block (PRS resource set) in the candidate
muted PRS occasion group. The base station may determine on which PRS REs the PRS is sent and on which PRS
REs the PRS is muted (that is, the PRS is not sent) according to the PRS occasion group to which the PRS belongs
and the PRS muting configuration information.
[0095] Optionally, the PRS muting configuration information may include PRS occasion group muting configuration
information and PRS block (or PRS resource set) muting configuration information. The PRS occasion group muting
configuration information is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion group and a candidate muted PRS occasion
group. Where all PRS blocks (PRS resource sets) corresponding to the muted PRS occasion group are required to be
muted, and PRS blocks corresponding to the candidate muted PRS occasion group are candidate muted PRS blocks,
that is, it is possible for the PRS blocks (PRS resource sets) corresponding to the candidate muted PRS occasion group
to send the PRS or to be muted. For each candidate muted PRS occasion group indicated by the PRS occasion group
muting configuration information, corresponding PRS block (or PRS resource set) muting configuration information may
be configured to indicate whether a PRS block (or PRS resource set) in the corresponding candidate muted PRS occasion
group is muted.
[0096] Optionally, each candidate muted occasion group includes 2i(i = 1,2, ...,7) candidate muted PRS occasions,
and each candidate muted PRS occasion includes {1,2,...,64} candidate muted PRS blocks (or PRS resource sets).
[0097] Referring to FIG. 9 which is a schematic diagram showing a PRS transmission flow according to another
embodiment of the present application, and based on the flow, the base station may not send the PRS on the indicated
PRS block (or PRS resource set) configured to be muted according to the PRS muting configuration information.
[0098] As shown in FIG. 9, the flow may include the following steps.
[0099] S801, the base station determines a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block (or PRS resource set) on the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS according to PRS muting configuration information and the time-frequency
resource for sending the PRS.
[0100] The PRS muting configuration information is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion group, a candidate
muted PRS occasion group, and a muted PRS block (or PRS resource set) in the candidate muted PRS occasion group.
[0101] Optionally, the step may be performed after the base station maps the PRS sequence to the time-frequency
resource for sending the PRS according to the configuration information of the PRS. A specific implementation way that
the base station maps the PRS sequence to the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS according to the config-
uration information of the PRS may refer to the way described in the above-mentioned embodiments, where PRS RE
frequency shift information in the configuration information of the PRS is correlated with a PRS OFDM symbol index
value calculated from a PRS occasion. A specific implementation way that the base station maps the PRS sequence to
the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS according to the configuration information of the PRS may also be
other ways, such as a way defined according to the current correlated communication standard.
[0102] S802, the base station sends the mapped PRS on the PRS block (or PRS resource set) determined to be
unmuted and mutes the PRS (that is, the PRS is not sent) on the PRS block (or PRS resource set) determined to be muted.
[0103] Optionally, the PRS occasion group muting configuration information may adopt a bitmap form called PRS
occasion group muting bitmap. Each bit in the PRS occasion group muting bitmap corresponds to one PRS occasion
group; if a value of a bit is 1, it means that the corresponding PRS occasion group is muted, that is, the PRS occasion
group is a muted PRS occasion group; and if a value of a bit is 0, it means that the corresponding PRS occasion group
is a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and vice versa.
[0104] Optionally, the PRS block muting configuration information may adopt a bitmap form called PRS block muting
bitmap. Each bit in the PRS block muting bitmap corresponds to one PRS block (or PRS resource set); if a value of a
bit is 0, it means that the corresponding PRS block is muted, that is, the PRS block is a muted PRS block (or PRS
resource set); and if a value of a bit is 1, it means that the corresponding PRS block (or PRS resource set) is unmuted,
that is, the PRS is required to be sent, and vice versa.
[0105] With the PRS occasion group muting configuration information adopting the PRS occasion group muting bitmap
and the PRS block (or PRS resource set) muting configuration information adopting the PRS block (or PRS resource
set) muting bitmap as examples, FIG. 9 illustrates a schematic diagram showing PRS muting indication performed by
adopting the PRS occasion group muting bitmap and the PRS block (or PRS resource set) muting bitmap. Where, one
PRS occasion group includes one or more PRS occasions, one PRS occasion includes one or more PRS blocks (or
PRS resource sets), each bit in the PRS occasion group muting bitmap corresponds to one PRS occasion group, and
each bit in the PRS block muting bitmap corresponds to one PRS block (or PRS resource set).
[0106] As shown in FIG. 10, the value of bit 0 in the PRS occasion group muting bitmap is "1", it means that the
corresponding PRS occasion group #0 is a muted PRS occasion group; and the value of bit 1 in the PRS occasion group
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muting bitmap is "0", it means that corresponding PRS occasion group #1 is a candidate muted PRS occasion group.
In the PRS block muting bitmap corresponding to a PRS occasion #1 included in a candidate muted PRS occasion
group #1, values of the bit 0 and bit 2 are "0", it means that the corresponding PRS block #0 and PRS block #2 are
muted, and the value of the bit 1 is "1", it means that the corresponding PRS block #1 is unmuted.
[0107] According to the PRS muting configuration as shown in FIG. 10, the base station may mute all PRS blocks (or
PRS resource sets) included in the PRS occasion group #0 (that is, PRSs are not sent), and mute the PRS blocks #0
and the PRS blocks #2 in the PRS occasions included in the PRS occasion group #1.
[0108] It can be seen from the above-mentioned PRS muting method that when the PRS block muting bitmap is an
all-"0" sequence, the PRS occasion group muting bitmap determines which PRS occasion groups are muted. When the
PRS occasion group muting bitmap is an all-"0" sequence, the PRS block (or PRS resource set) muting bitmap determines
which PRS blocks (or PRS resource sets) are muted.
[0109] During practical implementation, the PRS occasion group muting bitmap and the PRS block (or PRS resource
set) muting bitmap may be appropriately set according to the configuration information of the PRS in each cell and a
multi-beam transmission direction of the PRS.
[0110] In the PRS muting method according to the embodiments of the present application, the base station determines
a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block (or PRS resource set) on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS
according to the PRS muting configuration information and the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, and PRSs
in one PRS block (or PRS resource set) are transmitted by using the same beam, so that a muting mode adopted during
multi-beam transmission of the PRS may be supported.
[0111] Another embodiment of the present application further provides following PRS muting configuration methods
(referring to a first muting configuration method to a fourth muting configuration method). In the following muting con-
figuration methods, provisions are made as follows.
[0112] A period of the PRS muting occasion group is Tg, that is, each period includes Tg PRS occasion groups. Tg
may be configured to be different, for example, Tg={2,4,8,16,32,64,128,256,512,...}.
[0113] Each PRS occasion group includes To PRS occasions. To may be configured to be different, for example,
Tg={1,2,4,8,16,...}.
[0114] Each PRS occasion includes Ts PRS resource sets. Ts may be configured to be different, for example,
To={1,2,4,8,16,...}.
[0115] Each PRS resource set includes Tr PRS resources. Tr may be configured to be different, for example,
Tr={1,2,4,8,16,...}.

The first muting configuration method

[0116] Before the base station sends the PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, a PRS resource
which requires to be muted may be determined by executing the first muting configuration method.
[0117] In the method, the base station determines a muted and/or an unmuted PRS occasion group on the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS according to the PRS muting configuration information and the time-frequency
resource for sending the PRS. Where the PRS muting configuration information includes PRS occasion group muting
configuration information, and the PRS occasion group muting configuration information is used for indicating a PRS
occasion group configured to be muted and/or unmuted in one or more PRS occasion groups. Accordingly, when the
base station sends the mapped PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, the mapped PRS may be
sent in the PRS occasion group determined to be unmuted.
[0118] By using the method, a PRS in a cell may be configured to be muted in unit of the PRS occasion group.
[0119] For example, based on the above-mentioned provisions, as shown in FIG. 11A, the PRS occasion group muting
configuration is defined by a PRS muting bit sequence Sg with a length Tg, and Tg is the number of PRS occasion groups
in a muting configuration period. If a certain bit in the muting bit sequence Sg is set to be "0", PRSs in the corresponding
PRS occasion groups are muted, that is, the PRSs are not sent. If the bit in the muting bit sequence Sg is set to be "1",
the PRSs in the corresponding PRS occasion group are unmuted.

The second muting configuration method

[0120] Before the base station sends the PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, a PRS resource
which requires to be muted may be determined by executing the second muting configuration method.
[0121] In the method, the base station determines a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block or PRS resource set on the
time-frequency resource for sending the PRS according to the PRS muting configuration information and the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS. Where the PRS muting configuration information includes a PRS occasion
muting sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and the PRS occasion muting sequence
is used for indicating a muted and/or an unmuted PRS occasion in the corresponding candidate muted PRS occasion
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group. Accordingly, when the base station sends the mapped PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS,
the mapped PRS may be sent in the PRS occasion determined to be unmuted.
[0122] Optionally, the PRS muting configuration information further includes a PRS occasion group muting sequence,
and the PRS occasion group muting sequence is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion group and a candidate
muted PRS occasion group.
[0123] By using the method, a PRS in a cell may be configured to be muted in a minimum unit of the PRS occasion.
The PRS occasion muting configuration may be realized jointly by 2 muting sequences (bit sequences).
[0124] For example, based on the above-mentioned provisions, as shown in FIG. 11B, the candidate PRS muting
occasion group is defined by a PRS muting bit sequence Sg with a length Tg, where the length Tg is the number of PRS
occasion groups in a muting configuration period. If a bit in the muting bit sequence Sg is set to be "0", the corresponding
PRS occasion group is a candidate PRS muting occasion group. In the candidate PRS muting occasion group, some
PRS occasions will be muted, while some PRS occasions will be unmuted.
[0125] Which PRS occasions in the candidate PRS muting occasion group will be muted depends on another PRS
occasion muting bit sequence So with a length To, To is the number of PRS occasions in one PRS occasion group. If a
certain bit in the PRS occasion muting bit sequence So is set to be "0", the corresponding PRS occasions in the candidate
PRS muting occasion group are muted. If a certain bit in the PRS occasion muting bit sequence So is set to be "1", the
corresponding PRS occasions are unmuted.
[0126] In the method, the PRS muting bit sequence Sg of the candidate PRS muting occasion group may not be
configured. At the moment, all the PRS occasion groups may be the candidate PRS muting occasion groups.

The third muting configuration method

[0127] Before the base station sends the PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, a PRS resource
which requires to be muted may be determined by executing the third muting configuration method.
[0128] In the method, the base station determines a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block or PRS resource set on the
time-frequency resource for sending the PRS according to the PRS muting configuration information and the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS. Where the PRS muting configuration information includes a PRS block or PRS
resource set muting sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS occasion, and the PRS block or PRS resource
set muting sequence is used for indicating a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block or PRS resource set in the corresponding
candidate muted PRS occasion. Accordingly, when the base station sends the mapped PRS on the time-frequency
resource for sending the PRS, the mapped PRS may be sent on the PRS block or PRS resource set determined to be
unmuted.
[0129] Optionally, the PRS muting configuration information further includes a PRS block set or PRS occasion muting
sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and the PRS block set or PRS occasion muting
sequence is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion and a candidate muted PRS occasion in the corresponding
candidate muted occasion group.
[0130] Optionally, the PRS muting configuration information further includes a PRS occasion group muting sequence,
and the PRS occasion group muting sequence is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion group and a candidate
muted PRS occasion group.
[0131] By using the method, a PRS in a cell may be configured to be muted in a minimum unit of the PRS resource
set. The PRS occasion muting configuration may be realized jointly by 3 muting sequences (bit sequences).
[0132] For example, based on the above-mentioned provisions, as shown in FIG. 11C, the candidate PRS muting
occasion group is defined by the bit sequence Sg with the length Tg, and Tg is the number of PRS occasion groups in
a muting configuration period. If a bit in the muting bit sequence Sg is set to be "0", the corresponding PRS occasion
group is the candidate PRS muting occasion group. In the candidate PRS muting occasion group, some PRS occasions
will be muted, while some PRS occasions will be unmuted.
[0133] The candidate PRS muting occasion is defined by the bit sequence So with the length To, and To is the number
of PRS occasions in a PRS muting occasion group. If a certain bit in So is set to be "0", the corresponding PRS occasion
in the candidate PRS muting occasion group is the candidate PRS muting occasion. If a certain bit in So is set to be "1",
the corresponding PRS occasion is unmuted.
[0134] Which PRS resource sets in the candidate PRS muting occasion will be muted depends on another PRS
resource set muting bit sequence Ss with a length Ts. Ts is the number of PRS resource sets in one PRS occasion. If a
certain bit in Ss is set to be "0", the corresponding PRS resource set in the candidate PRS muting occasion is muted. If
a certain bit in Ss is set to be "1", the corresponding PRS resource set in the candidate PRS muting occasion is unmuted.
[0135] In the method, the bit sequence Sg of the candidate PRS muting occasion group may not be configured, at the
moment, all the PRS occasion groups may be regarded as the candidate PRS muting occasion groups. The bit sequence
So defining the candidate PRS muting occasion may not be configured, at the moment, the PRS occasions in all the
candidate occasion groups are regarded as the candidate PRS muting occasions.
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The fourth muting configuration method

[0136] Before the base station sends the PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, a PRS resource
which requires to be muted may be determined by executing the fourth muting configuration method.
[0137] In the method, the base station determines a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block or PRS resource set on the
time-frequency resource for sending the PRS according to the PRS muting configuration information and the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS. Where the PRS muting configuration information includes a PRS resource
muting sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS block or PRS resource set, and the PRS resource muting
sequence is used for indicating a muted and/or an unmuted PRS resource in the corresponding candidate muted PRS
block or PRS resource set. Accordingly, when the base station sends the mapped PRS on the time-frequency resource
for sending the PRS, the mapped PRS may be sent on the PRS resource determined to be unmuted.
[0138] Optionally, the PRS muting configuration information further includes a PRS block or PRS resource set muting
sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS occasion, and the PRS block or PRS resource set muting sequence
is used for indicating a muted PRS block or PRS resource set and a candidate muted PRS block or PRS resource set
in the corresponding candidate muted PRS occasion.
[0139] Optionally, the PRS muting configuration information further includes a PRS occasion muting sequence cor-
responding to a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and the PRS occasion muting sequence is used for indicating
a muted PRS occasion and a candidate muted PRS occasion in the corresponding candidate muted occasion group.
[0140] Optionally, the PRS muting configuration information further includes a PRS occasion group muting sequence,
and the PRS occasion group muting sequence is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion group and a candidate
muted PRS occasion group.
[0141] By using the method, a PRS in a cell may be configured to be muted in a minimum unit of the PRS resource.
The PRS occasion muting configuration may be realized jointly by 4 muting sequences (bit sequences).
[0142] For example, based on the above-mentioned provisions, as shown in FIG. 11D, the candidate PRS muting
occasion group is defined by a bit sequence Sg with a length Tg, and Tg is the number of PRS occasion groups in a
muting configuration period. If a bit in the muting bit sequence Sg is set to be "0", the corresponding PRS occasion group
is the candidate PRS muting occasion group. In the candidate PRS muting occasion group, some PRS occasions will
be muted, while some PRS occasions will be unmuted.
[0143] The candidate PRS muting occasion is defined by a bit sequence So with a length To, and To is the number of
PRS occasions in a PRS muting occasion group. If a certain bit in So is set to be "0", the corresponding PRS occasion
in the candidate PRS muting occasion group is the candidate PRS muting occasion. If a certain bit in So is set to be "1",
the corresponding PRS occasion is unmuted.
[0144] A candidate PRS muting resource set is defined by a bit sequence Ss with a length Ts, and Ts is the number
of PRS resource sets in a PRS muting occasion. If a certain bit in Ss is set to be "0", the corresponding PRS resource
set in the candidate PRS muting occasion is the candidate PRS muting resource set. If a certain bit in Ss is set to be
"1", the corresponding PRS resource set is unmuted.
[0145] Which PRS resources in the candidate PRS muting resource set will be muted depends on another PRS
resource muting bit sequence Sr with a length Tr. Tr is the number of PRS resources in one PRS resource set. If a certain
bit in Sr is set to be "0", the corresponding PRS resource in the candidate PRS muting resource set is muted. If a certain
bit in Sr is set to be "1", the corresponding PRS resource in the candidate PRS muting resource set is unmuted.
[0146] In the fourth method, the bit sequence Sg of the candidate PRS muting occasion group may not be configured,
at the moment, all the PRS occasion groups may be regarded as the candidate PRS muting occasion groups. The bit
sequence So defining the candidate PRS muting occasion may not be configured, at the moment, the PRS occasions
in all the candidate occasion groups are regarded as the candidate PRS muting occasions. The bit sequence So defining
the candidate PRS muting resource set may not be configured, at the moment, the PRS resource sets in all the candidate
occasions are regarded as the candidate PRS muting resource sets.
[0147] Based on the same technical conception, an embodiment of the present application further provides a base
station by which functions of a base station side in FIG. 5 may be achieved.
[0148] Referring to FIG. 12 which is a schematic structural diagram showing a base station according to embodiments
of the present application, the base station may include a determining module 1001, a mapping module 1002 and a
sending module 1003. Optionally, the base station may further include a muting determining module 1004.
[0149] The determining module 1001 is configured to determine a time-frequency resource for sending a PRS according
to configuration information of the PRS; the mapping module 1002 is configured to map, by the base station, a PRS
sequence to the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS; the sending module 1003 is configured to send, by the
base station, the mapped PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS. Where the configuration information
of the PRS includes PRS frequency domain resource information, the PRS frequency domain resource information
includes PRS RE frequency shift information, and the PRS RE frequency shift information is correlated with a PRS
OFDM symbol index value calculated from a PRS occasion.
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[0150] Optionally, the PRS RE frequency shift information is a PRS RE frequency shift value, which is obtained
according to the above-mentioned formula (5).
[0151] Optionally, the PRS RE frequency shift information includes the PRS OFDM symbol index value calculated
from the PRS occasion. The determining module 1001 is specifically configured to determine PRS RE frequency shift
by virtue of the PRS OFDM symbol index value calculated from the PRS occasion according to the formula (5).
[0152] Optionally, the muting determining module 1004 is configured to determine a muted and/or an unmuted PRS
block on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS according to PRS muting configuration information and the
time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, before the mapped PRS is sent on the time-frequency resource for sending
the PRS. The sending module 1003 is specifically configured to send the mapped PRS on a PRS block determined to
be unmuted. Where the PRS muting configuration information is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion group, a
candidate muted PRS occasion group, and a muted PRS block in the candidate muted PRS occasion group.
[0153] In a possible implementation way, PRSs in one PRS block are transmitted by using the same beam.
[0154] Based on the same technical conception, embodiments of the present application further provides a base
station by which functions of a base station side in FIG. 13 may be achieved.
[0155] Referring to FIG. 13 which is a schematic structural diagram showing a base station according to embodiments
of the present application, the base station may include a muting determining module 1101 and a sending module 1102.
[0156] The muting determining module 1101 is configured to determine a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block on a
time-frequency resource for sending a PRS according to PRS muting configuration information and the time-frequency
resource for sending the PRS; and the sending module 1102 is specifically configured to send a mapped PRS on a PRS
block determined to be unmuted. Where the PRS muting configuration information is used for indicating a muted PRS
occasion group, a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and a muted PRS block in the candidate muted PRS occasion
group.
[0157] In a possible implementation way, PRSs in one PRS block are transmitted by using the same beam.
[0158] In a possible implementation way, the PRS muting configuration information includes PRS occasion group
muting configuration information, and the PRS occasion group muting configuration information is used for indicating a
muted PRS occasion group and a candidate muted PRS occasion group, where all PRS blocks corresponding to the
muted PRS occasion group are muted; and for each candidate muted PRS occasion group indicated by the PRS occasion
group muting configuration information, corresponding PRS block muting configuration information is configured to
indicate whether a PRS block in a corresponding candidate muted PRS occasion group is muted.
[0159] Based on the same technical conception, embodiments of the present application further provides a commu-
nication device by which the functions of the base station side in the flow shown in FIG. 5 in the above-mentioned
embodiment may be achieved.
[0160] Referring to FIG. 14 which is a schematic structural diagram showing a communication device according to
embodiments of the present application, as shown in the figure, the communication device may include a processor
1201, a memory 1202, a transceiver 1203 and a bus interface 1204.
[0161] The processor 1201 is responsible for managing a bus architecture and general processing. The memory 1202
may store data used when the processor 1201 executes operation. The transceiver 1203 is configured to receive and
send data under the control of the processor 1201.
[0162] The bus architecture may include any number of interconnected buses and bridges, and specifically links
various circuits of one or more processors represented by the processor 1201 and a memory represented by the memory
1202 together. The bus architecture may further link various other circuits such as a peripheral device, a voltage stabilizer
and a power management circuit, which are publically known in the field, so that further description is not performed
herein. The bus interface is provided with an interface. The processor 1201 is responsible for managing the bus archi-
tecture and general processing. The memory 1202 may store the data used when the processor 1201 executes operation.
[0163] The flow disclosed by the embodiments of the present application may be applied to the processor 1201 or
implemented by the processor 1201. During implementation, each step of a signal processing flow may be completed
by an integrated logic circuit in a hardware form in the processor 1201 or an instruction in a software form. The processor
1201 may be a general-purpose processor, a digital signal processor, an application-specific integrated circuit, a field-
programmable gate array or other programmable logic devices, a discrete gate or transistor logic device and a discrete
hardware component and is capable of implementing or executing each method, step and logic block diagram disclosed
by the embodiments of the present application. The general-purpose processor may be a microprocessor or any con-
ventional processor and the like. The flow may be directly embodied to be completed by a hardware processor or
completed by combination of hardware and software modules in the processor in combination with the steps of the
method disclosed in the embodiments of the present application. The software module may be located in a mature
storage medium such as a random access memory, a flash memory, a read-only memory, a programmable read-only
memory or an electrically erasable and programmable memory and a register in the field. The storage medium is located
in the memory 1202, and the processor 1201 reads information in the memory 1202 and is combined with hardware
therein to complete the steps of the signal processing flow.
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[0164] Specifically, the processor 1201 is configured to read a program in the memory 1202 and execute a PRS
transmission flow implemented at the base station side in the flow as shown in FIG. 5.
[0165] Based on the same technical conception, embodiments of the present application further provides a commu-
nication device by which the functions of the base station side in the flow shown in FIG. 9 in the above-mentioned
embodiments may be achieved.
[0166] Referring to FIG. 15 which is a schematic structural diagram showing a communication device according to an
embodiment of the present application, as shown in the figure, the communication device may include a processor 1301,
a memory 1302, a transceiver 1303 and a bus interface 1304.
[0167] The processor 1301 is responsible for managing a bus architecture and general processing. The memory 1302
may store data used when the processor 1301 executes operation. The transceiver 1303 is configured to receive and
send data under the control of the processor 1301.
[0168] The bus architecture may include any number of interconnected buses and bridges, and specifically links
various circuits of one or more processors represented by the processor 1301 and a memory represented by the memory
1302 together. The bus architecture may further link various other circuits such as a peripheral device, a voltage stabilizer
and a power management circuit, which are publically known in the field, so that further description is not performed
herein. The bus interface is provided with an interface. The processor 1301 is responsible for managing the bus archi-
tecture and general processing. The memory 1302 may store the data used when the processor 1301 executes operation.
[0169] The flow disclosed by the embodiments of the present application may be applied to the processor 1301 or
implemented by the processor 1301. During implementation, each step of a signal processing flow may be completed
by an integrated logic circuit in a hardware form in the processor 1301 or an instruction in a software form. The processor
1301 may be a general-purpose processor, a digital signal processor, an application-specific integrated circuit, a field-
programmable gate array or other programmable logic devices, a discrete gate or transistor logic device and a discrete
hardware component and is capable of implementing or executing each method, step and logic block diagram disclosed
by the embodiments of the present application. The general-purpose processor may be a microprocessor or any con-
ventional processor and the like. The flow may be directly embodied to be completed by a hardware processor or
completed by combination of hardware and software modules in the processor in combination with the steps of the
method disclosed in the embodiments of the present application. The software module may be located in a mature
storage medium such as a random access memory, a flash memory, a read-only memory, a programmable read-only
memory or an electrically erasable and programmable memory and a register in the field. The storage medium is located
in the memory 1302, and the processor 1301 reads information in the memory 1302 and is combined with hardware
therein to complete the steps of the signal processing flow.
[0170] Specifically, the processor 1301 is configured to read a program in the memory 1302 and execute a PRS
transmission flow implemented at the base station side in the flow as shown in FIG. 9.
[0171] Based on the same technical conception, embodiments of the present application further provide a computer
readable storage medium. The computer readable storage medium stores a computer executable instruction, and the
computer executable instruction is configured to make a computer execute the flow executed by the base station in FIG. 5.
[0172] Based on the same technical conception, embodiments of the present application further provide a computer
readable storage medium. The computer readable storage medium stores a computer executable instruction, and the
computer executable instruction is configured to make a computer execute the flow executed by the base station in FIG. 9.
[0173] The present application is described by referring to a flow diagram and/or a block diagram of the method, device
(system) and a computer program product according to the embodiments of the present application. It should be under-
stood that each flow and/or block in the flow diagram and/or the block diagram and a combination of flows and/or blocks
in the flow diagram and/or the block diagram may be implemented by computer program instructions. These computer
program instructions may be provided for a processor of a general-purpose computer, a special-purpose computer, an
embedded processing machine or other programmable data processing devices to generate a machine, so that a device
used for achieving a specified function in one or more flows in the flow diagram and/or one or more blocks in the block
diagram is generated by an instruction executed by the processor of the computer or other programmable data processing
devices.
[0174] These computer program instructions may also be stored in a computer readable memory capable of guiding
the computer or other programmable data processing devices to work in a specific way, so that a manufactured product
including an instruction device is generated by the instruction stored in the computer readable memory, and the instruction
device achieves the specified function in one or more flows in the flow diagram and/or one or more blocks in the block
diagram.
[0175] These computer program instructions may also be loaded on the computer or other programmable data process-
ing devices, and then, a series of operation steps are performed on the computer or other programmable data processing
devices to generate processing implemented by the computer, so that the instructions executed on the computer or
other programmable data processing devices provide the steps for achieving the specified function in one or more flows
in the flow diagram and/or one or more blocks in the block diagram.
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[0176] Although preferred embodiments of the present application have been described, those skilled in the art can
make additional alterations and modifications on the embodiments once they know the basic creative concept. Therefore,
the appended claims are intended to be interpreted to include the preferred embodiments and all the alterations and
modifications falling within the scope of the present application.
[0177] It is apparent that various alterations and modifications may be made by those skilled in the art without departing
from the spirit and scope of the present application. Thus, the present application also intends to include these alterations
and modifications if the alterations and modifications of the present application fall within the scope of the claims of the
present application and equivalent technologies thereof.

Claims

1. A method for transmitting a positioning reference signal, PRS, comprising:

determining, by a base station, a time-frequency resource for sending the PRS according to configuration
information of the PRS, wherein the configuration information of the PRS comprises PRS frequency domain
resource information, and the PRS frequency domain resource information comprises PRS resource element,
RE, frequency shift information;
mapping, by the base station, a PRS sequence to the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS; and
sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the PRS RE frequency shift information is correlated with a PRS orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing, OFDM, symbol index value calculated from a PRS occasion.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the PRS RE frequency shift information is a PRS RE frequency shift
value which is obtained according to a following formula: 

wherein vshift represents PRS RE frequency shift, l’ represents the PRS OFDM symbol index value calculated from

the PRS occasion,  represents a PRS sequence identifier,  represents the number of subcarriers in each
PRS resource block, RB, cPRS represents a PRS RE density configuration parameter, and ’mod’ represents modulo
operation.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the PRS RE frequency shift information comprises a PRS OFDM symbol
index value calculated from a PRS occasion; and
the method further comprises:

determining, by the base station, PRS RE frequency shift by virtue of the PRS OFDM symbol index value
calculated from the PRS occasion according to a following formula: 

wherein vshirt represents the PRS RE frequency shift, l’ represents the PRS OFDM symbol index value calculated

from the PRS occasion,  represents a PRS sequence identifier,  represents the number of subcarriers
in each PRS RB, cPRS represents a PRS RE density configuration parameter, and ’mod’ represents modulo
operation.

5. The method according to any one of claims 1-4, wherein the base station maps the PRS sequence to a frequency
domain resource for sending the PRS according to a following formula: 
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wherein  represents a value of a resource element (k, l)p, m, (k, l)p, m represents a resource element of a
frequency domain index k and a time domain index l of an antenna port p and subcarrier spacing configuration m,
βPRS represents a PRS sending power scaling factor, and γl,ns,f(n’) represents a PRS sequence with an OFDM
symbol index l in a slot ns,f;

wherein   
wherein a reference point of k represents a subcarrier 0 in a public resource block 0 in a public resource block grid,

 represents a starting point of a PRS bandwidth,  represents a starting point of a downlink resource

grid,  represents the number of subcarriers in each PRS RB, vshift represents PRS RE frequency shift, cPRS

represents a PRS RE density configuration parameter,  k’ = 0,1, ..., cCPRS - 1 and 
represent a PRS bandwidth.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the configuration information of the PRS further comprises time domain
configuration information,
the time domain configuration information is used for indicating a starting position of the PRS in a slot,
the PRS occupies N continuous symbols in a slot, and
N is one of 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 or 12.

7. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
sending, by the base station, configuration information of a subcarrier spacing of the PRS, wherein the subcarrier
spacing of the PRS is same with or different from subcarrier spacings of other signals for data communication.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the subcarrier spacing of the PRS comprises: a subcarrier spacing
corresponding to a first frequency range FR1 or a subcarrier spacing corresponding to a second frequency range
FR2; the subcarrier spacing corresponding to the FR1 is one of 15 kHZ, 30 kHz or 60 kHz, and the subcarrier spacing
corresponding to the FR2 is one of 60 kHZ, 120 kHz or 240 kHz.

9. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
sending, by the base station, configuration information of a transmission bandwidth of the PRS.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the transmission bandwidth of the PRS comprises: a transmission band-
width corresponding to a subcarrier spacing of the PRB within a first frequency range FR1 or a transmission bandwidth
corresponding to a subcarrier spacing of the PRB within a second frequency range FR2: the transmission bandwidth
corresponding to the subcarrier spacing of the PRB within the FR1 is one of multiple transmission bandwidths
corresponding to the subcarrier spacing of the PRB within the FR1; and the transmission bandwidth corresponding
to the subcarrier spacing of the PRB within the FR2 is one of multiple transmission bandwidths corresponding to
the subcarrier spacing of the PRB within the FR2.

11. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
sending, by the base station, configuration information of a duration, a period and a time offset of the PRB, wherein,
if a subcarrier spacing of the PRS is 15 kHz, the configuration information of the duration, the period and the time
offset of the PRS covers at least configuration of a duration, a period and a time offset of a PRS in a long term
evolution, LTE, system; or else, the configuration information of the duration, the period and the time offset of the
PRS is adjusted in unit of slots.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein the period of the PRS is a number of slots in a first number-of-slot set,
and the time offset of the PRS is a number of slots in a second number-of-slot set; the first number-of-slot set is:
{4, 5, 8, 10, 16, 20, 32, 40, 64, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280}; and the second number-of-slot set is: {0, ..., P-1}, wherein
P is the period of the PRS.
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13. The method according to claim 1, wherein one or more PRS resources form a PRS resource set;
a beam of each PRS resource in the resource set has a correspondence with a beam of a synchronization signal,
SS/physical broadcast channel, PBCH; and
the correspondence comprises one or more of a beam direction or a beam width.

14. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the base station sends the mapped PRS on the time-frequency
resource for sending the PRS, the method further comprises:

determining, by the base station, a muted and/or an unmuted PRS occasion group on the time-frequency
resource for sending the PRS according to PRS muting configuration information and the time-frequency re-
source for sending the PRS, wherein the PRS muting configuration information comprises PRS occasion group
muting configuration information, and the PRS occasion group muting configuration information is used for
indicating a PRS occasion group configured to be muted and/or unmuted in one or more PRS occasion groups;
and
the sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, com-
prises:
sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS in a PRS occasion group determined to be unmuted.

15. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the base station sends the mapped PRS on the time-frequency
resource for sending the PRS, the method further comprises:

determining, by the base station, a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block or PRS resource set on the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS according to PRS muting configuration information and the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS, wherein the PRS muting configuration information comprises a PRS
block set or PRS occasion muting sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and the
PRS block set or PRS occasion muting sequence is used for indicating a muted and/or an unmuted PRS
occasion in a corresponding candidate muted PRS occasion group; and
the sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, com-
prises:
sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on a PRS occasion determined to be unmuted.

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein the PRS muting configuration information further comprises a PRS
occasion group muting sequence, and the PRS occasion group muting sequence is used for indicating a muted
PRS occasion group and a candidate muted PRS occasion group.

17. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the base station sends the mapped PRS on the time-frequency
resource for sending the PRS, the method further comprises:

determining, by the base station, a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block or PRS resource set on the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS according to PRS muting configuration information and the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS, wherein the PRS muting configuration information comprises a PRS
block or PRS resource set muting sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS occasion, and the PRS
block or PRS resource set muting sequence is used for indicating a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block or
PRS resource set in a corresponding candidate muted PRS occasion; and
the sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, com-
prises:
sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on a PRS block or PRS resource set determined to be unmuted.

18. The method according to claim 17, wherein the PRS muting configuration information further comprises a PRS block
set or PRS occasion muting sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and the PRS block
set or PRS occasion muting sequence is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion and a candidate muted PRS
occasion in a corresponding candidate PRS muting occasion group.

19. The method according to claim 18, wherein the PRS muting configuration information further comprises a PRS
occasion group muting sequence, and the PRS occasion group muting sequence is used for indicating a muted
PRS occasion group and a candidate muted PRS occasion group.

20. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the base station sends the mapped PRS on the time-frequency
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resource for sending the PRS, the method further comprises:

determining, by the base station, a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block or PRS resource set on the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS according to PRS muting configuration information and the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS, wherein the PRS muting configuration information comprises a PRS
resource muting sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS block or PRS resource set, and the PRS
resource muting sequence is used for indicating a muted and/or an unmuted PRS resource in a corresponding
candidate muted PRS block or PRS resource set; and
the sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, com-
prises:
sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on a PRS resource determined to be unmuted.

21. The method according to claim 20, wherein the PRS muting configuration information further comprises a PRS block
or PRS resource set muting sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS occasion, and the PRS block or
PRS resource set muting sequence is used for indicating a muted PRS block or PRS resource set and a candidate
muted PRS block or PRS resource set in a corresponding candidate muted PRS occasion.

22. The method according to claim 21, wherein the PRS muting configuration information further comprises a PRS block
set or PRS occasion muting sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and the PRS block
set or PRS occasion muting sequence is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion and a candidate muted PRS
occasion in a corresponding candidate muted occasion group.

23. The method according to claim 22, wherein the PRS muting configuration information further comprises a PRS
occasion group muting sequence, and the PRS occasion group muting sequence is used for indicating a muted
PRS occasion group and a candidate muted PRS occasion group.

24. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the base station sends the mapped PRS on the time-frequency
resource for sending the PRS, the method further comprises:

determining, by the base station, a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block or PRS resource set on the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS according to PRS muting configuration information and the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS, wherein the PRS muting configuration information is used for indicating
a muted PRS occasion group, a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and a muted PRS block or PRS resource
set in the candidate muted PRS occasion group; and
the sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, com-
prises:
sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on a PRS block or PRS resource set determined to be unmuted.

25. The method according to claim 24, wherein the PRS muting configuration information comprises: PRS occasion
group muting configuration information;
the PRS occasion group muting configuration information is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion group and
a candidate muted PRS occasion group, wherein all PRS blocks or PRS resource sets corresponding to the muted
PRS occasion group are muted; and
for each candidate muted PRS occasion group indicated by the PRS occasion group muting configuration information,
corresponding PRS block or PRS resource set muting configuration information is configured to indicate whether a
PRS block or PRS resource set in a corresponding candidate muted PRS occasion group is muted.

26. The method according to any one of claims 15-25, wherein PRSs in one PRS block or PRS resource set are
transmitted by using the same beam.

27. A method for transmitting a positioning reference signal, PRS, comprising:

determining, by a base station, a muted and/or an unmuted PRS resource on a time-frequency resource for
sending the PRS according to PRS muting configuration information and the time-frequency resource for sending
the PRS; and
sending, by the base station, a mapped PRS on a PRS resource determined to be unmuted.

28. The method according to claim 27, wherein the PRS muting configuration information is used for indicating a muted
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PRS occasion group, a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and a muted PRS block or PRS resource set in the
candidate muted PRS occasion group; and
the sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on the PRS resource determined to be unmuted, comprises:
sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on a PRS block or PRS resource set determined to be unmuted.

29. The method according to claim 28, wherein the PRS muting configuration information comprises: PRS occasion
group muting configuration information;
the PRS occasion group muting configuration information is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion group and
a candidate muted PRS occasion group, wherein all PRS blocks or PRS resource sets corresponding to the muted
PRS occasion group are muted; and
for each candidate muted PRS occasion group indicated by the PRS occasion group muting configuration information,
corresponding PRS block or PRS resource set muting configuration information is configured to indicate whether a
PRS block or PRS resource set in a corresponding candidate muted PRS occasion group is muted.

30. The method according to claim 27, wherein the determining, by the base station, the muted and/or the unmuted
PRS resource on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS according to the PRS muting configuration
information and the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, comprises:

determining, by the base station, a muted and/or an unmuted PRS occasion group the time-frequency resource
for sending the PRS according to the PRS muting configuration information and the time-frequency resource
for sending the PRS, wherein the PRS muting configuration information comprises PRS occasion group muting
configuration information, and the PRS occasion group muting configuration information is used for indicating
a PRS occasion group configured to be muted and/or unmuted in one or more PRS occasion groups; and
the sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on the PRS resource determined to be unmuted, comprises:
sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS in a PRS occasion group determined to be unmuted.

31. The method according to claim 27, wherein the determining, by the base station, the muted and/or the unmuted
PRS resource on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS according to the PRS muting configuration
information and the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, comprises:

determining, by the base station, a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block or PRS resource set on the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS according to the PRS muting configuration information and the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS, wherein the PRS muting configuration information comprises a PRS
occasion muting sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and the PRS occasion
muting sequence is used for indicating a muted and/or an unmuted PRS occasion in a corresponding candidate
muted PRS occasion group; and
the sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on the PRS resource determined to be unmuted, comprises:
sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on a PRS occasion determined to be unmuted.

32. The method according to claim 31, wherein the PRS muting configuration information further comprises a PRS
occasion group muting sequence, and the PRS occasion group muting sequence is used for indicating a muted
PRS occasion group and a candidate muted PRS occasion group.

33. The method according to claim 27, wherein the determining, by the base station, the muted and/or the unmuted
PRS resource on the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS according to the PRS muting configuration
information and the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, comprises:

determining, by the base station, a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block or PRS resource set on the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS according to the PRS muting configuration information and the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS, wherein the PRS muting configuration information comprises a PRS
block or PRS resource set muting sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS occasion, and the PRS
block or PRS resource set muting sequence is used for indicating a muted and/or unmuted PRS block or PRS
resource set in a corresponding candidate muted PRS occasion; and
the sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on the PRS resource determined to be unmuted, comprises:
sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on a PRS block or PRS resource set determined to be unmuted.

34. The method according to claim 33, wherein the PRS muting configuration information further comprises a PRS block
set or PRS occasion muting sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and
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the PRS block set or PRS occasion muting sequence is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion and a candidate
muted PRS occasion in a corresponding candidate muted occasion group.

35. The method according to claim 34, wherein the PRS muting configuration information further comprises a PRS
occasion group muting sequence, and
the PRS occasion group muting sequence is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion group and a candidate
muted PRS occasion group.

36. The method according to claim 27, wherein the determining, by the base station, the muted and/or the unmuted
PRS resource on a time-frequency resource for sending the PRS according to the PRS muting configuration infor-
mation and the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS, comprises:

determining, by the base station, a muted and/or an unmuted PRS block or PRS resource set on the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS according to the PRS muting configuration information and the time-
frequency resource for sending the PRS, wherein the PRS muting configuration information comprises a PRS
resource muting sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS block or PRS resource set, and the PRS
resource muting sequence is used for indicating a muted and/or an unmuted PRS resource in a corresponding
candidate muted PRS block or PRS resource set; and
the sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on the PRS resource determined to be unmuted, comprises:
sending, by the base station, the mapped PRS on the PRS resource determined to be unmuted.

37. The method according to claim 36, wherein the PRS muting configuration information further comprises a PRS block
or PRS resource set muting sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS occasion, and the PRS block or
PRS resource set muting sequence is used for indicating a muted PRS block or PRS resource set and a candidate
muted PRS block or PRS resource set in a corresponding candidate muted PRS occasion.

38. The method according to claim 37, wherein the PRS muting configuration information further comprises a PRS
occasion muting sequence corresponding to a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and
the PRS occasion muting sequence is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion and a candidate muted PRS
occasion in a corresponding candidate muted occasion group.

39. The method according to claim 38, wherein the PRS muting configuration information further comprises a PRS
occasion group muting sequence, and
the PRS occasion group muting sequence is used for indicating a muted PRS occasion group and a candidate
muted PRS occasion group.

40. The method according to any one of claims 28-39, wherein PRSs in one PRS block or PRS resource set are
transmitted by using the same beam.

41. A base station, comprising:

a determining module, configured to determine a time-frequency resource for sending a positioning reference
signal, PRS, according to configuration information of the PRS, wherein the configuration information of the
PRS comprises PRS frequency domain resource information, and the PRS frequency domain resource infor-
mation comprises PRS resource element, RE, frequency shift information;
a mapping module, configured to map, by the base station, a PRS sequence to the time-frequency resource
for sending the PRS; and
a sending module, configured to send, by the base station, the mapped PRS on the time-frequency resource
for sending the PRS.

42. The base station according to claim 41, wherein the PRS RE frequency shift information is correlated with a PRS
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, OFDM, symbol index value calculated from a PRS occasion.

43. A base station, comprising:

a muting determining module, configured to determine a muted and/or an unmuted positioning reference signal,
PRS, resource on a time-frequency resource for sending a PRS according to PRS muting configuration infor-
mation and the time-frequency resource for sending the PRS; and
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a sending module, configured to send a mapped PRS on a PRS resource determined to be unmuted.

44. The base station according to claim 43, wherein the PRS muting configuration information is used for indicating a
muted PRS occasion group, a candidate muted PRS occasion group, and a muted PRS block or PRS resource set
in the candidate muted PRS occasion group; and
the sending module is specifically configured to send the mapped PRS on a PRS block or PRS resource set
determined to be unmuted.

45. A communication device, comprising a processor, a memory and a transceiver; wherein the transceiver is configured
to receive or transmit information under control of the processor; and the processor is configured to read a program
in the memory and execute the method according to any one of claims 1-26 or execute the method according to
any one of claims 27-40.

46. A computer readable storage medium, wherein the computer readable storage medium stores a computer executable
instruction, and the computer executable instruction is configured to make a computer execute the method according
to any one of claims 1-26, or the computer executable instruction is configured to make the computer execute the
method according to any one of claims 27-40.
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